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  Description

  Stoves and Cookers Cooking is part and parcel of camping, so it’s essential to choose a good quality stove that will make the experience hassle-free. At Wood to Water, we have a range of portable camping stoves and cookers that are both easy to use, efficient and built to last. Read More >> Strong aluminum alloy tent pole: T hree 7001 high-strength aluminum alloy tent pole, high strength and good toughness, strong wind resistance. Some people wish that there were fewer poles to set up, but this reinforcement is what makes the tent safe to use in the snow. What We Love About the Cloud Peak 2 The tents that Naturehike produces are near copies of higher-end brands; however, Naturehike uses cheaper materials and a faster manufacturing process to cut down on costs. Weather Conditions:High humidity, low temperatures, and rainy conditions create the most condensation.
This tent is a decent copy of the Hilleberg Allak, but we don’t like some of the shortcuts that have been taken. For example, the zippers are low-quality and tend to break, which makes the whole tent vulnerable to leaking and insects. It's also stable, comfortable, and spacious enough for two people. Whether you're hitting the trails for a weekend hike, auto-camping, or doing some high-altitude climbing, this tent will make your adventure more enjoyable. So don't wait - get your Naturehike Freestanding Tent today! We love that this tent has 2 doors. The ability to come and go without climbing over your camping buddy makes a huge difference in terms of your comfort. There are two doors and two vestibules – lovely on a hot evening, allowing air to flow through the tent with the doors open. Two doors are also ideal if there are two of you in the tent – you won’t be climbing over each other in the night. If you’re alone, or you know your camping partner really well and they’re happy with you climbing over them in the night(!), you can also use the two vestibules for different things – for example one to stash muddy boots & wet gear and the other for cooking or getting a brew on. The majority of tents on the market right now are either eye-wateringly expensive expedition tents or cheap junk that will leak and rip in no time.Front vestibules: It makes the inner space larger, and personal hiking gear can also be placed in the front door area. There is also a vestibule where you can store your kit, which will provide more living space. The vestibule is not completely watertight, so I recommend that you bring your boots into the sleeping compartment with you in heavy rain. Snow load handling: Dome shaped design with multiple poles provides a reliable snow-load handling capability, making the Cloud-Peak 2 ideal for winter camping. The guylines’ dark color makes them easy to trip over at night—and the last thing you need is an injury when you’re lost in the great outdoors. Single front entrance and a smaller vestibule compared to the other two, but not a deal-breaker for me.
Hiking Poles Hiking poles are an essential part of your camping gear, and we’ve got the best selection around! Whether you’re looking for lightweight aluminium poles or handy folding poles, we’ve got a great choice. Explore our range today! Read More The Cloud Up 2 is a slightly larger version of the Cloud Up 1. Officially, it’s a two-person tent, but it would be better for one person who wants more space to spread out or an adult and a child. I like the ratio of mesh on the inside, I think it would provide good protection for colder windy nights, but also not get too hot in the summer if I just use the inner. This tent is not as durable as a top-of-the-range version, but if you treat it well, there’s no reason it shouldn’t last for years. ComfortJust like the Cloud Up 1, this tent is easy to set up, affordable, and reliable. You’ll be grateful for the extra floor space to spread out, but with only one door and vestibule, I’d recommend going for a different tent if two adults will be sharing the space. Out of the 3 tents, this one is I think the nices. It has a dome shape, with 2 large vestibules and D-shaped entrances. Cool Bags Our range of the best cool boxes and cool bags are heavy-duty boxes that are capable of keeping your food fresh for days! Our camping cool boxes and bags come in various sizes to accommodate any of your camping needs. Whether for camping trips, days out, or even keeping food stored at home – we have the perfect solution for you! Read More
The rainfly can resist up to 4000mm of water, while the bathtub-style floor will help prevent any water from seeping up through the ground. So long as you respray the waterproof coating after each heavy rainfall and use the included tent footprint, this tent should last you for many camping trips in the great outdoors.
SUPPORT WALKHIGHLANDS IN 2021
You can get an upgraded version with a second vent, which I highly recommend you do. It will be worth it in the long run because you won’t end up having to buy a better-ventilated tent as you progress in your camping journey. Outer: 20D silicone-coated nylon. Inner: B3 mesh upper (about 50% of the inner is mesh). 20D silicone-coated nylon bathtub floor.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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